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I N TUI TION NEWS
H&W Center comes into Spiritual Focus by Dr. Barbara O’Guinn Condron
“This weekend has changed my life,” Kevin said at the close
of the recent KUNDALINI RISING weekend session. “In the
last week, I received the results from a DNA test revealing I
might not have too long to live and an Intuitive Health
Analysis that seemed to say the exact opposite.

wholistic health care with a most unique beginning – an
Intuitive Report. The seed idea includes the personalized
soul information these reports provide combined with
teachings of ancient wisdom and practices. The visualized
image nurtures the Whole Self – Spirit, Mind and Body:

“Appointments with a very understanding physician
and with the new director of the Ft. Worth SOM, helped me
see how the two fit together. Now with my Transference
of Energy report I feel like I can change my future into a
difference outcome.

•We see a place where people can stay for a number
of days to reconfigure their beliefs and practices for
health and wholeness.

“Living here this weekend, even eating the food – I felt
like I was eating love! Everything is different.”
Since 1996, people have traveled from as far away as
Australia to experience the best that the School of
Metaphysics has to offer. Designed by SOM graduates and
hosted by the most advanced students in the school’s Psi
Counseling Program, these
weekend experiences are a
catalyst intended to
reconnect people with their
innate capacity for health
and wholeness.

•An Intuitive Health Analysis will be followed by
meetings with Psi Counselors, food therapists, yoga
or Tai Chi masters, acupuncturists and chiropractors.
•We want to revitalize the Spirit through teaching the
person how to respond to the mental, emotional, and
physical elements of their well-being and
immortality.
The Moon Valley Ranch purchase (1995) gave us a large
ranch-style house providing everything we
needed to welcome people on a short-term
basis. Thus the Spiritual Focus Weekends came
into being. The idea of a Health & Wholeness
Center was given a physical form.

Since the 1970s, SOM
students and teachers have
been dreaming of a place
for people to receive
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In 2015, our visualized image reaches its
next quantum shift. We invite you to be a part
of making this dream come true by putting
your Self in the picture. •
(Read more on page 2.)

DISCLAIMER
The information and knowledge in this
newsletter/intuitive report is designed
for educational purposes only. It is
not intended to serve as a prescription
or medical advice, therefore should not
be used for diagnosing or treating a
health condition or disease. Intuitive
Wisdom is not a substitute for medical
care. If you are currently under the
care of a health care provider it is
essential to consult with him or her
before implementing these suggestions.

IT IS EASY TO START A SIR
CHAPTER
1. Receive an intuitive report
2. Gather others who wish to have
informative discussions about
intuitive knowledge contained in
the intuitive reports.
3. Use book resources
recommended each month or
email som@som.org for a book
list.
4. Let us know when and where
your meeting will be held and we
will put it in the newsletter.
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The Power of Seven
H&W Center expands to a full week
Early in SOM studies, students
explore the power in the first seven
years of life. Recognizing the karmic
and dharmic influences in life
patterns, opens the mind to
alternative ways of thinking. Your
mind consists of seven levels of
consciousness, each with a function,
duty, and resiliency that yearns to
support life. Accessing these levels,
seeing life from their unique
perspectives, frees us to honor the
limits of these patterns as keys
pointing to our unique place in a
greater scheme. Physical life can be
much more than a struggle with
unhealthy tendencies. When we
know the Whole Self, compulsions
become inner guidance and
addictions transform into will power.
True liberation of Spirit is ours!
In 2015, our Spiritual Focus Sessions
expand to a full week – seven days –
of offerings. Two sessions come
together to offer an enrichment
program you will not find elsewhere.
The personal intuitive report, given
in your presence, becomes your
focus for two days. Group and
personal attention integrate the
information into your experience
setting you on your way to a
healthier life.
For the first time, professional
services with psi counselors,
mentors, biofeedback specialists,
and therapists in a wide range of
fields will be at your service on the
day before and after the sessions.
Want an hour of dream
interpretation, or chakra balancing,
biofeedback, or body work? Make
an appointment when you register
for your session. –BCondron•

WH AT ’S N EW I N
2015
THE PAIRINGS:
IN FEBRUARY, the focus is your
healing presence and intuitive insight
with
Spirit of the Healer & The
POWERS of TEN
IN JULY, explore your creative
mind and the chakra energies that
fuel your desires:
Genius Code & Kundalini Rising
IN SEPTEMBER, experience your
dharmic capacity for transcendence
Your Soul’s Purpose & Meditation
THE SERVICES:
Before and after the sessions,
professionals will be at your service
in the following ﬁelds:
PSIOLOGY, QUANTUM
BIOFEEDBACK,

TIBETAN CRANIAL, MASSAGE
THERAPY, AROMATHERY

By appointment. Additional charges
apply.

“I came to the Healing for a Higher Purpose session to
heal my Self — to renew my commitment to be whole and live the
life I always have wanted to live, and to heal my family and bring
them into this way of life. From making new friends to enjoying
good food and loving service from the College staff (who really
made us feel at home and like we were staying at a Bed and
Breakfast), to my Healer’s Portrait which said Joy is my healing
potential, I was more than pleased — I was renewed! What a
Blessing the College and School are …”
Bonita Buchanan, massage therapist and business owner, Boston, MA
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February 27 - March 1, 2015

The Spirit of the Healer Spiritual Focus Session
by Dr. Sheila Benjamin

Have you ever been around an
individual who helps you to feel
at ease, at peace? It is almost as
if the tension you once had
melted away as soon as you saw
them.
What you are tapping
into is their healing presence,
this is the spirit that brings
a b o ut w h o l e n e s s , h e a lt h ,
comfort. Each of us possess
such divine energies.
They
become awakened when we are
aligned with our true self. There
is nothing that you need to do,
just be, be in the presence of
your under-standings.
TAP INTO A HIGHER
PURPOSE FOR HEALING
ALLOWING THE
REJUVENATING POWER
OF SPIRIT TO WORK IN
YOUR LIFE.
At The Spirit of the Healer
Spiritual Focus weekend, you
spend 42 hours deepening your
awareness of this essence that is
you. You discover that your
healing presence brings
wholeness to you as well as
everyone and everything that
surrounds you. You learn what
you need to do to have a
Universal green thumb, the
touch that makes everything
that you do and say grow.
The intuitive report that is
received during this session is
called the Healers Portrait. In
t h i s re p or t y ou r h e a l i n g
presence will be described to

y o u . Yo u w i l l r e c e i v e
affirmations as to when this
presence has been active and
alive and also suggestions as to
how to remain in the vortex of
this field.
You receive personal attention
from mentors who have
completed all cycles of learning
in the School of Metaphysics.
They will help you to understand and apply the information
in the report so you can begin to
realize your influence around
you.
You will explore the emotional
doorways of love and through
an ancient practice called
dowsing, be able to determine
which of these doorways are
your strengths and which ones
may need more of your
attention.
You will have the opportunity
to attune your mind, attention
and body to another person
through performing a practice
called “Walking in Another’s
Shoes.” Many people have
profound experiences through
imitating another’s pattern of
walk, receiving information
about the other person that they
did not know consciously.
Through all of this you will
conclude your journey at an
an c i e nt Nat i ve A m e r i c an
ceremony.
Please claim your
space. Imagine a world where
each and every person is aware
of their healing presence and
recognized their influence on
others.•

HANDS ON EXPERIENCES

CONNECTED WITH NATURE

GROUP INTERACTIONS

CONNECTEDNESS

(See page 4 for to see a Healer’s Portrait in the Corner Focus)
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CHAPTER NEWS
MONTHLY FOCUS FOR MEETINGS
Healer’s Portrait...is received during the Spirit

of the Healer Spiritual Focus Session. It
describes the greatest understanding you have
made a part of yourself related to this wholeness.
This is your Presence.

You will search for the outstanding
pattern for understanding significant to
this one’s present capacity for healing
and wholeness and relate.
This would be reflection. We see that
this one has a strong capacity for
reflecting upon what is around the
Self. We see that there is a strength
in this one being able to be grounded
and rooted in the world around her,
and we see that when this is
established, then this one has an
internal strength that comes forward
that enables there to be a strong
capacity for reflecting that which
others show. We see that this causes
there to be a significant shift in the
healing ability and potential in
everyone, and we see that this
UNDERSTANDING YOUR
HEALING PRESENCE
activates a kind of growth, a spiritual
growth, that feeds the soul of others.
This reflection is a process of being
able to be still and to allow
impressions to be made upon the
consciousness. As these impressions
are made, then there is the capacity
for this one to shed light upon what
has been produced. And in this
shedding of light, there is the
opportunity then for this one and
others to perceive a greater whole.
This aids in aiding other people to
come up out of themselves, the limits
of their own ego, (continued on page 7)

H AP P E N IN G S
HOW TO RECEIVE AN
INTUITIVE REPORT
THEY ARE OFFERED: UPON
REQUEST BY THE INDIVIDUAL
AT THE LOCAL SOM OR AT OUR
WORLD HEADQUARTERS

FIND A SIR CHAPTER
(list of meeting groups contact: where/
when, person, email)

Louisville, KY
Every 4th Sunday 3:00 pm
Contact: Rory Colgan
(502) 650-7316 or Jesse Reece
or Taraq Uday at the SOM at (502)
452-2501

SESSION IS SCHEDULED:
AFTER RECEIPT OF THE
INTUITIVE REPORTS REQUEST
FORM AND THE MINIMUM
DONATION.
TO REQUEST A REPORT: GO
TO SOM.ORG CLICK ON ‘WHAT
SOM OFFERS’ THEN CLICK ON
INTUITIVE REPORTS.

Suggestions for
this month’s
meeting:
1.Have people
bring a
Healer’s
Portrait to go
over in the
meeting, or
use the one
provided in this newsletter.
2. In relationship to the Law of
Attraction, look for
commonalities between the
reports that were brought in,
then discuss five qualities found
that bring about a healing
quality.
3. Use Karmic Healing by Dr.
Laurel Clark. This excellent
book describes Dr. Clark
experiences as her husband
struggled with the complications
of diabetes. Look for qualities of
Healing Presence as you read.

SIR meeting at the SOM
in Springﬁeld, Missouri

SIR Chapters
at School of Metaphysics
Branches
Springﬁeld, MO
springﬁeld@som.org
Dallas, TX - dallas@som.org
Ft. Worth, TX - ftworth@som.org
Oklahoma City, OK oklahoma@som.org
Tulsa, OK - tulsa@som.org
Kansas City, KS kansascity@som.org
Des Moines, IA desmoines@som.org
Palatine, IL - palatine@som.org
Chicago, IL - chicago@som.org
Bolingbrook, IL bolingbrook@som.org
Urbana, IL - urbana@som.org
Indianapolis, IN indianapolis@som.org
Cincinnati, OH Coffee Empourium
Second Sundays @ 11am
cincinnati@som.org
Maplewood, MO maplewood@som.org
Columbia, MO columbia@som,.org
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March 1st - 3rd, 2015

The POWERS of TEN Spiritual Focus Session
- by Dr. Terry Martin, mentor

POWERS of TEN is a journey that tration to harness the power of the
begins with identifying, admitting subconscious mind in developing
a n d e x p r e s s i n g t h o u g h t . intuition.
Admitting the thoughts that arise
It would be helpful for this one to
within your own mind opens the
isolate a sense a day, and to
door to an intriguing journey into
receive through this sense the
the realm of intuition.
The
sensations that correspond with it
from the outer world and then to
journey is personal, building upon
take at least 20 minutes in
the current condition of their
meditation time to bring this
mind.
Ultimately the journey
inward to begin to draw this into
culminates with a unification of
the self so that this one might
the inner (subconscious) and
understand a certain level of
outer (conscious) mind leading to
inner sensory involvement that
whole-minded thinking, evendoes not have anything initially to
tually transcending the limitation
do with the external drive. The
of physical mind and stepping into
capacity to do this would aid this
the unlimited world of intuitive
one in being able to turn the
mind.
sensory power inward. This then
This attendee from a previous
would lead to greater awakenings
session was very focused in using
and awarenesses of the intuitive
power within this one, the faculty
the conscious mind. The intuitive
for intuition. It is broad and its
report provided guidance about
scope is deep.
This is all.
using the strength of concen(7-12-2014-BGC-13)

Excerpt from the book Master Living by Dr. Barbara Condron
Sometimes we seek miracles to give meaning to our
lives when all the while the miracle is in us. The
miracle of consciousness is born in awareness of
need. This is the birth of spiritual thinking; the
revealer of Truth, the sustainer of Commitment to
Self.
Spiritual Thinking is the capacity to sense
with more than your physical body, to remember
with more than that body’s brain, to desire from
more than lack. Spiritual Thinking is the
activation of the mind’s power in all levels of
consciousness. Reasoning replaces rationalization.
Intuition replaces psychism. Enlightenment replaces divination.
Commitment to Self encourages while necessitating the transition
from ego motivation to desire motivations to soul motivation. Those
motivated solely by how they and things around them look to others are
stimulated to move beyond the confines of their own ego. Those who lose
sight of their needs in an ocean of limitless desire come to harness their
ambition for a greater good. Those seeking higher guidance with respect
for the Source transcend the mental confusion and emotional despair that
accompany psychic infidelity.•

This attendee needed to become
grounded in order to understand
the intuitive experiences that were
quite common in his life. After
receiving the following Intuitive
Profile, he immediately began
practicing the suggestions
regarding being grounded in the
physical world with causing
himself to have a focused and
directed mind.
Self discipline would be the
greatest asset for this one in
understanding his own mind, in
understanding the potential of the
mind, its capabilities, what it can
do, how it does what it does, to
understand the mind as a
mechanism, or a machine that has
different interactions, that has
different protocols, that has
different sequence of events that
must happen in thinking and
action, in intelligence and will, in
order for results to be produced.
The focusing upon this knowledge,
experience, and understanding
will be an asset to increasing what
already occurs between this one
and others.
Much of that is
unconscious.
It has not been
brought into the conscious mind.
For there to be deeper understanding and utilization of it, the
conscious mind needs to be
utilized more completely. This is
all. (07-14-2014- BGC-DRC-07)

No matter what someone’s
experience of intuition is,
POWERS of TEN will further
their understanding and
development, leading each
individual to have access to more
of their mind power.•
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Healing
Afﬁrmations

S KEL ETA L
S Y S TEM

by Mavis Curry

I have always been interested in
being healthy and in good physical
condition. I love sports and growing
up I was always on a softball team in
the summer and basketball in the
winter. I consider physical health an
important part of becoming a Whole
Functioning Self. Because of this, I was
very excited about the new Healing
Course and pursuing the skeletal
system’s role in health and healing. I
had recently dislocated a rib and had
hyperextended my knee. I was curious
about what kinds of thought forms
were creating these physical conditions.
Structure is fundamental to all forms
and systems.
I chose a career in
c ompute r s c i e nc e w h i ch off e rs
organizations tools to build an
information infrastructure.
I also
chose to work on a database system
here at the College of Metaphysics.
Structure is a constant draw for me.
The college is awakening what was
unconscious in me and it seems
structure in all of its forms is emerging
as an important opportunity to expand
my consciousness.
There is a desire within all of us to be
healthy, to be at peace. I awaken each
morning and express gratitude for what
I do have and ask guidance on how to
create what I desire including a
healthy, whole body. I was born
with a structural defect, spina
bifida occulata. It has not been a
limiting factor in my life,
however, this is not true for
everyone with this condition. One
fundamental difference is the kind of
attention placed on it’s presence. What
one places attention on grows. I am
ready to go deeper into the essence of
structure and its significance to my
own personal health and wholeness.
Structure to Build Upon
The spinal column is one of the
many structural components of the

The human skeleton is the
internal framework of the
body. It is composed of 270
bones at birth – this total
decreases to 206 bones by
adulthood after some bones
have fused together. The
skeleton consists of the
vertebral column, the rib
cage, the skull, the pectoral
girdle, the pelvic girdle and
the bones of the upper and
lower limbs.

skeletal system. The skeletal system is
all the bones in the body and the tissues
such as tendons, ligaments and
cartilage that connect them. Teeth are
also considered part of the skeletal
system but they are not counted as
bones.
Babies have more bones than adults!
At birth, you have about 300 bones. As
you grow older, small bones join to
make big ones. Adults end up with
about 206 bones. The largest bone in
the body is the pelvis, or hip bone made
of six bones fused together. The longest
bone is the femur, in the thigh which
makes up for almost one quarter of the
body’s total height.

!"#$%&'($)*+,

I am a purposeful creator,
using structure, resources and
discipline to manifest my
desires and evolve.
The human skeleton serves six
major functions: support, movement,
protection, production of blood cells,
storage of ions and endo cr ine
regulation. The main job of the skeleton
is to provide support for our body.
Without the skeleton the body would
just collapse into a heap of skin and
guts on the floor.

What happens mentally when
structure is weak or absent?
Have you ever felt that you
don’t have the resources or help to
complete a project? One day I
found myself preparing for a large
party, alone!
What happened?
Where was everyone? The more
frustrated and irritated I became
by the lack of help, the less help
there seemed to be available. I
made the situation even worse
with thoughts like “Why am I
doing this? No one appreciates
what I am doing!“
I did not
recognize that my attitude was
creating the situation. No one
wanted to be in the same room
with me. I was placing too much
attention on what I did not
want and getting exactly that,
no help! I did not create the
image, the environment or
structured plan that would
make it attractive and possible for
others to join in and help much
less enjoy preparing for the party.
What was worse, as the day
progressed I became ill. My head
ached and I and felt sick to my
stomach. What a predicament I
was in and I was not holding
myself accountable for ANY of it!
(continued on page 7)
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(Healing Afﬁrmations cont. from page 6)

Intuitive Insight
An Intuitive Health Analysis was
received by a young woman in whom
there was “difficulty in this one feeling
harmonious and free to give.”
This
creates a kind of restrictiveness in the
attitudes and ultimately in the body.
The report goes on to say that:

(Spirit of the Healer cont. from page 4)

and to recognize a greater soul

connection with others. At its
highest form there is the access
to Superconscious Mind and the
capacity could be built to reflect
that mastery as the image of
wholeness and longevity. This is
all.

“The restriction does manifest itself

in the musculature of the body. This
then does affect the skeletal frame,
and the workings of the organs and
systems of the body ... which slows
down the normal bodily processes
and in effect causes deterioration on
a cellular level.” (8-11-1997-BGC-2)
Creating Wholeness through a
Change in Attitude
When we are able to approach
every situation as an opportunity to
learn and grow our experience of the
situation changes. When we hold in
mind a clear image of what we desire
and how we are going to benefit, as
well as the benefit to others, we
become attractive. Others want to be a
part of our lives and cooperate with
our desires. In the young woman’s
report, a change in attitude is
suggested: “joy of giving, the experience
of giving, to the understanding of it...
that the revitalization of energies will
immediately begin!”
Our body
responds immediately to positive
attitudes and purposeful direction. In
this state we become a purposeful
creator and resources are readily
available!
Others feel a sense of
security and comfort and naturally
gravitate to individuals who
demonstrate they know what they are
doing and are able to hold specific
images in mind and express them
clearly. They can see the structure in
thought, word and deed that will lead
to success and so are drawn to
participate and be a part of the vision
created.•

Sacred Geometric Forms

Dream Cir
cles

h Mentors

ractions wit

Groups Inte

Very well. How might this one’s
consciousness be more
connected through this one’s
healing influence?
As this one would heed the
dreams, the dreams would be
the primary form of reflection.
To understand the dreams as a
reflection of the choices in life
and to understand the
responsibility of the Self to
respond to the dreams and to
craft the life in that way rather
than to decide in the outer
mind what is best and to set the
mind in response to it. Rather
to cause the outer mind to be
still, so the inner guidance can
come forward. This would then
strengthen the understanding of
reflection in this one. It would
make reflection a power, which
it already is, rather than a
reactive victim of either a
greater or lesser intelligence.
This is all.•

Master Teachers
For more information about Spiritual
Focus Sessions contact som@som.org
or visit our website: http://som.org/whatsom-offers/intuitive-reports/spiritual-focussessions/
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